E Q U I L I B R I U M
Equilibrium provides the perfect balance of form and function to turn any conference environment into an
impressive design statement. Its patent-pending, revolutionary design leverages a single base to create the
illusion of a floating surface up to 20 feet.
Equilibrium establishes an incredible span of aesthetic possibilities. With a neutral finish, the base
disappears, putting the focus on the floating top. Choose centered or offset cantilevers to add drama, while
different finishes for the base and cantilevers create a more expressive, two-tone aesthetic. Additionally, the
optional exposed truss aesthetic creates a structural statement, complementing current architectural forms.
Unimpeded knee space is enjoyed at every position around the table. Designed for technology integration,
Equilibrium includes base and trough covers to conceal power and cabling without compromise.

Details
•

Floats conference tops from 36”x 96” to 60”x 240” on one base. Use two bases for even larger tables

•

Robust steel structure bolts to a concrete floor for a solid, stable foundation

•

Three base choices:
		
- Inverse “V” with inner covers, seated or standing height
		

- Triangle with inner covers, seated height

		

- Triangle with end covers (fully enclosed base), seated height

•

Select centered or offset cantilevers with a choice of solid or truss aesthetic

•

Cantilever trough covers and base covers fully conceal power and data routing

•

Base and cantilevers can be the same or two different colors. Choose from five standard paints

Applications

Seated Height

Standing Height

Aesthetic Choices

Inverse “V” Base

Centered Cantilever Supports
(tops up to 60”Dx240”W)

Two-Tone Paint

Traingle Base (Seated Only)

Offset Cantilever Supports
(tops 60”Dx120”-192”W)

Truss Design Support Cantilevers
(cantilever trough covers not included)

Standard Technology Integration

Cantilever Trough Covers

Inverse “V” Base Cable Management Covers

Triangle Base w/ Inner Cable Management Covers

Triangle Ease w/End Cable Management Covers
(fully enclosed base)

Additional Configurations
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Bases can be paired for longer Conference tables
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